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Subfloor preparation for Glue-Down Floors
1.1. Subfloor and preparation
The key to success when installing Wicanders floors is to achieve a good bond between the
subfloor and the Wicanders flooring. Proper preparation of the surface is the most important
factor in achieving this bond.
Whatever levelling compound is used to level, smooth or repair a subfloor surface, it will only be
as strong as the surface to which it is bonded. The surface, therefore, must be sound, clean and
free of oil, grease, wax, dirt, asphalt, curing compounds, latex and gypsum compounds, dust,
paint, or any contaminant, which might act as a bond breaker.
The methods required to properly prepare the subfloor vary with the type of subfloor, its surface
and condition. Many times, several methods of preparing a subfloor are available. Some methods
are used because they are cheaper, easier or faster, depending upon the size of the job. However,
taking short cuts in proper subfloor preparation can be an invitation to installation problems and
failures.
This technical information is intended to give recommendations for many common subfloor
conditions and the proper preparation.

1.2. Subfloor requirements
Wicanders Glue-down floors can be installed in interior installation sites, on or above grade, on
concrete or wooden subfloors.

1.3. Moisture protection
Despite its age there is always a risk of moisture in subfloors, for that reason it is necessary to
ensure that an efficient moisture barrier is installed.
Subfloors must be permanently dry on concrete subfloors without radiant heat, consider the
maximum humidity less than 75% RH or conduct calcium chloride moisture tests to ensure that
moisture emission levels are less than 3 lbs/1000ft2/24 hours (USA and Canada), or Calcium
Carbide (CM) Test:

TYPE OF SUBFLOOR
CONCRETE
ANHYDRITE

MOISTURE CONTENT CM%
Heated – Non-heated
1.5 – 2.0
0.3 – 0.5
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Subfloors to be covered with Wicanders Glue-down floors (almost vapour-proof) require sealing
(insulation) against rising damp if there is no cellar underneath (basement). Water-repellent
concrete, crawl spaces, or similar materials are not sufficient to prevent the migration of damp
into the subfloor.

1.4. Alkali testing – pH
In addition to moisture testing, you may also test the concrete for alkalinity. It is quite possible
during curing, especially on newly poured slabs, that alkali salts were carried to the surface by
moisture.
These alkali salt deposits will adversely affect the adhesive bond.
You can test for alkalinity of the concrete with a special pH testing paper. If you have a pH reading
of 10 or higher, you must neutralize the alkalinity before beginning the installation.

1.5. Screeds with underfloor heating
When using Wicanders Glue-down floors in a heated subfloor installation, the surface
temperature of the subfloor must not exceed 28°C (82°F).
All hot water pipes and electrical heating elements should be embedded in concrete, in
accordance with the appropriate building codes and regulations.
Depending on the system involved, this kind of screed is 45 - 65 mm (2 to 3 inches) thick. Testing
the moisture of the subfloor using the CM meter (moisture-gas pressure gauge) is always possible
if the installer of the screed marked the measuring points. This is the only way to avoid damaging
of the heating pipes while the test samples are taken from the screed. If there are no marks, a
complaint must be made to the contractor.
Drying out can only be done with a suitable period of drying through heating.
For this reason, the screed must be heated up before installing the flooring.
Remember that rugs or mats placed on top of the floor may function as heat accumulators and
will increase the floor surface temperature more than the maximum surface temperature
recommended (must not exceed 20 - 22 ºC).
The drying of a heated subfloor has to be made by turning the heating on/off with a pause before
installation of the floor, following a documented protocol. After that you can begin the heating
phase.
The beginning of the heating phase in concrete subfloors is to be made not before 21 days after
complete curing of the substrate. The heating phase has to begin with running temperature of
25ºC, (78ºF) during 3 days.
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The subfloor should be in place and cured for at least 60-90 days.
The temperature should then be increased each day until the maximum temperature allowed
according to the manufacturer system. This maximum value should be kept for at least 72 hours
and maintained for 5-7 days without any turning off. The decreasing of temperature is made by
reducing it each day until 18ºC on the surface is achieved.
The heating system must be turned on eight days before the application of the leveling
compound, so that the concrete slab dries completely.
The heat should be turned off before the leveling compound is applied. Then 3 days after the
flooring is installed, increase slowly to a normal level. A maximum of 28ºC (82ºF) should be
maintained on the subfloor surface.

1.6. Important notes
Failure to observe these precautions can cause a build-up of moisture or partial evaporation of
the levelling compound, or fast drying of adhesive.
Lastly if the heat is turned on when the adhered material has not been conditioned properly onsite for at least 7 days and is not completely dry, the material may shrink. Avoid abruptly turning
on radiant heat when cooler weather prevails as it will subject the flooring to rapid movement of
expansion and or contraction. Gradually increase temperature regardless of the season.
The adhesive used must be suitable for heated subfloors.
No responsibility will be accepted in case of malfunctioning of the heating system and related
problems.
For detailed information, follow the instructions supplied by the subfloor heating system
manufacturer/contractor, or contact your supplier.

1.7. Unsuitable temperature and ventilation conditions
The resilient floorcovering should be installed at approximately the same temperature that it will
be exposed to, later on during use.
The floorcovering should not be installed at a subfloor temperature below 18 °C (65 °F) and the
relative humidity should be between 35 to 65% as this kind of indoor climate can have adverse
effects on the flooring itself and in its processing.
(For example, low temperatures lead to a considerable increase in the setting time and reaction
time of adhesives and levelling compounds; the drying time for primers and levelling compounds
and the airing time for adhesives are likewise increased by high humidity).
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The corresponding time details given by the manufacturers of adhesives are based on a
temperature of 20 °C (68 °F) and 50 % relative humidity as a general rule. This is why floor
temperature and humidity measurements are helpful.

1.8. Expansion joints in the building
Expansion joints in the building must not be closed to the flooring. If it is laid and stuck across
expansion joints in the building, it may tear, as it is fixed firmly in place and cannot "work" with
the movements of the building.
Expansion joints for the building are found, as a rule, in large areas. Expansion joints, which do
not run through the whole of the building (e.g. construction joints in the screed), but are designed
merely to absorb tension during setting, are now what is meant here. The contractor will,
however, be well advised to consult the customer concerning the connection to expansion joints.

1.9. Subfloor types
The following subfloors are found in practice:
• Cement screeds
• Anhydrite or plaster screeds
• Mastic asphalt
• Concrete
• Chipboard and plywood with tongue-and-groove
• Artificial or natural stone, ceramic tile floorings
• Coatings and paint
• Screeds and underfloor heating
Cement screeds
The subfloor must be prepared using sufficient engineered self levelling compounds to ensure
that the subfloor is flat and smooth enough for the contact adhesive to work
This is the most common type in building construction. Due to the shrinkage tension occurring
during the setting phase, separation joints (dummy joints) are laid out during insertion about 6
m away from each other. Cement screeds are absorbent. Dispersion adhesives may be used.
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Plaster or anhydrite screeds
Attention must be paid to the low permissible moisture of <0.5 %. These screeds can be applied
over large surface areas without separation joints. Moisture entering and remaining in the screed
after application will damage the screed. Generally speaking, these screeds must be sanded,
brushed, vacuumed and treated with primers. In such a case, the reduced absorbency as a result
of the primer has to be compensated by using the appropriate thickness of levelling compound
(not less than 2 mm) if dispersion adhesives are used.
Mastic asphalt
This is applied in a hot, molten condition (200 - 220 ºC), smoothed and rubbed over with fine
quartz sand. If applied properly, mastic asphalt can be used to cover large surfaces without cracks.
It can be walked on as soon as it is cold.
Mastic asphalt has no pores, and when installed in two layers acts as a damp-proof course in
building construction.
If a dispersion adhesive is used, mastic asphalt must be levelled with a minimum of 2 mm layer
thickness. If contact adhesive is used, a levelling compound must also be applied, in order to
avoid direct contact between the mastic asphalt and the solvents contained in the adhesive. If
reaction adhesive is used, only polyurethane adhesive may be used directly on mastic asphalt.
Concrete
The subfloor must be prepared using sufficient engineered self levelling compounds to ensure
that the subfloor is flat and smooth enough for the contact adhesive to work
The moisture content of concrete subfloors can be determined with a CM meter. If you
nevertheless decide to use it, you must take material from the entire thickness of the substrate.
The most reliable method for determining the moisture content is drying in a heating cabinet;
however, this is only possible in a laboratory.
If there are excessive amounts of residual moisture, this can be sealed on the surface using
special two-component primers. You must consult the supplier concerned.
According to Mapei Australia, if Maipei Ultrabond Eco Contact is used on concrete slab, no primer
is required as long as the concrete slab is in accordance with AS 1885-2012.
Pre-treatment
Subfloors of this type have to be roughened (e.g. by sanding, brushing with wire brushes,
sandblasting), primed and levelled. To find out how much (if any) preparatory work will be
necessary, it is essential to fix test strips. (Technical advice should be sought from the suppliers
of levelling compounds and adhesives.)
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Chipboard and plywood with tongue-and-groove
Fairly large surfaces can be installed without joints by gluing the tongue into the groove.
Generally, only the butt joints between the boards are levelled or sanded. Whether or not
priming is necessary will depend on the surface quality of the boards concerned.
If the joints are not glued, they will show later on the surface of the flooring.
Artificial or natural stone and ceramic tile floorings
Subfloors of this type are non-absorbent. All soiling (e.g. grease, waxes, soap, etc.) must be
thoroughly removed mechanically and with detergents, especially if floors like this have already
been in use for some time. Any loose tiles must be re-fixed. Subfloors of this type have to be
roughened (e.g. by sanding, brushing with wire brushes, sandblasting), primed and levelled.
Coatings and paint
These are usually very low in pores or have none. Any flaky parts must be scrupulously removed.
As the composition or bonding agent in such coatings is mostly unknown, trial strips with
different adhesives will have to be tested, while simultaneously advice must be given from the
adhesive manufacturer. Subfloors of this type have to be roughened (e.g. by sanding, brushing
with wire brushes, sandblasting), primed and levelled. In order to have a good compatibility
between subfloor and the glue, please use the glues recommended by Wicanders and follow the
recommendations very carefully, as well as the information from technical data sheets.

1.10. Cork on steel stair treads
In the case of Mapei Ultrabond Eco Contact is used, if the stairs do not need to be levelled, Mapei
Ultrabond Eco Contact can be used directly to glue cork tiles with cork backing onto steel stairs.
If steel stairs have to be levelled, Mapei recommends Mapei Nivorapid mixed with Mapei Latex
Plus instead of water. Please refer to Appendix B and Appendix C for Technical Data Sheet of
Mapei Nivorapid and Mapei Latex Plus.

If there are any doubts, please first check with the product manufacturer.
Alternatively, contact Market Timbers
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Installation Instructions for Glue-Down Cork Floors
PRIOR TO INSTALLATION
Please advise your supplier and Wicanders/Amorim immediately if there is any conflict between
these instructions and Australian Standards before ordering.

2.1. Transport, storage and acclimatisation
Transport and store the cartons in laying position. Packaged tiles and adhesive should be
acclimatized at job site in dry, well-ventilated area for a minimum of 48 hours so that flooring
may acclimate.
Remove tiles from packages just before start of laying.
During storage and installation, maintain temperature and relative humidity to a level consistent
with the conditions which will prevail when the building is occupied. In most cases, this means
maintaining temperature range of 18ºC to 28ºC (65 F to 82F) and relative humidity range of 35%
to 65%. In order to reach this climate, use heating or air conditioning in the appropriate length
of time prior to beginning installation. Wicanders floorings are natural products and some shade
variation is an inherent and attractive characteristic. To achieve the most pleasant blend of
shades, shuffle before laying.
Site inspection
Prior to installation, please inspect the tiles in daylight for any visible faults or damage, and also
check if the subfloor and site conditions are in accordance with the specifications described
within these instructions.
Market Timbers cannot be held responsible for claims associated with improper subfloors,
improper applications, adhesives, varnishes and the use of maintenance products not
recommended or detectable defects verifiable prior to installation.
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2.2. Pre-Installation: 'Out of Square' Tiles
Recommended installation techniques
Similar to timber, cork is a natural product and is prone to movement. As such some of the
8mm Pure Cork tiles can be slightly out of square.
Below are our recommendations on how to best touch up and trim the tiles on site.
1. If tiles are 0.5mm - 1.0mm out of size

1) Align one end of the cork tile
2) Press down the first end only.
3) Align the opposing end & press down
(This will create a slight bow in the centre of the tile)

4) Press down the bow, applying pressure from
the centre of the bow
Note: . Cork is very resillient and can be compressed easily
. If no pressure is put on the contact adhesive, cork will not be stuck on the concrete
slab. This means cork (even with contact adhesive on the back) can still be adjusted
whilst on the concrete slab.

2. In situations where small gaps are visible.
The small gaps can be filled with 'ebony filler'. After sanding & polishing, the filler should not
be visible.
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3. In situations where larger gaps are visible ( > 1.5mm )
The small gaps can be filled with 'ebony filler'. After sanding & polishing, the filler should not
be visible.

Find a loose offcut and cut a strip on a mitred angle with a width slightly wider than the gap
(approx 2mm wide) - refer to diagram below

Push the strip into the grap. The cork will compress as its pushed inside the gap, it should then decompress and expand by itself to fill the gap.
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4. Laying up to walls
When laying the cork tile against the wall, it is easier to cut a 45° mitre edge and to cut the
tile 0.5mm to 1.0mm longer than required (refer diagram below)

For example;
If the distance from the edge of the second last tile to the wall is 400mm. You can cut the
last tile to 401mm with a mitred edge.
Once the first edge is lined up, press the tile into place (with the mitred edge against the
wall). The tile will compress enough to fill up the gap.

2.2. Installation of Cork tiles
Floor laying
Please read these instructions thoroughly in conjunction with relevant country standards before
starting the installation. Please advise us immediately if there is any conflict between instructions
and country standards before ordering.
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Tools required
Mohair roller, pressor roller, tape measure, craft knife, pencil, straight edge, chalk line, cloth,
rubber hammer.

Measurements
Find the centre of the room using a chalk line, from the middle of wall A to the middle of A1. Then
make a line from the middle of wall B to the middle of wall B1.
Check that the intersection of the two lines forms a 90° angle.

If laying on the diagonal, make a mark using the chalk line from the intersection of line A and B.
The intersection of these lines will form a 45° angle.
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Check the room dimension by measuring or placing the tiles (without gluing) from the middle.
Make sure that the widths of the tiles that will be near the wall are identical and greater than 5
cm. If necessary, repeat the previous step by drawing new parallel lines to the first ones.

Lay planks preferably following the direction of the main source of light.
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2.3. General rules of laying with contact adhesive
Recommended adhesives: WAKOL D 3540 or MAPEI ULTRABOND ECO CONTACT
Wicanders recommends adhesives specially developed for ease of use, safety and quality of the
application. For the correct use, follow the instructions on the packaging labels of the
recommended product, as well as the information from technical data sheets which has been
attached to Appendix.
Contact adhesive should be applied to the subfloor and also to the tiles. Stir the adhesive well,
before using.
Apply the adhesive with mohair roller to the back of the cork tiles.
Coverage should be approximately 150 gr/m²

Apply the adhesive with mohair roller to the subfloor.
Coverage should be approximately 150 gr/m². Avoid pooling of adhesive.

First apply the adhesive on the less absorbent surface. Let the adhesive dry on both surfaces until
the adhesive becomes transparent; drying time varies from 30 minutes to around 2 hours,
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depending on the application method used, the surrounding temperature, the level of damp in
the surrounding air and the absorption of the substrate.
Flooring may be installed after up to 18 hours from applying the adhesive.
When the adhesive becomes transparent, position the material on the substrate, smoothing
vigorously and evenly with a straight-edged trowel or suitable toll to ensure total transfer of the
adhesive on both surfaces and to eliminate air bubbles. Once the floor covering has been placed
it adheres immediately and its position cannot be adjusted.
Laying
Install the tiles from the centre along the marked line, preferably using "brick-bond" system. For
glue-down cork tiles, expansion gaps are not required. Press each tile with the help of a rubber
hammer or hand roller.
Remove any excess adhesive with a damp cloth.

Cut the tiles near the wall as indicated.
You should always cut the tiles on the varnish side.
The floor must be rolled with a 50-Kg roller, every 30 minutes, and upon completion of
installation, to ensure that the tiles are firmly bedded into the adhesive.
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Recommendations
1. Advice from Wicanders, recommended adhesive manufacturer and recommended top coat
manufacturer should be adhered to, and followed up with adequate on site pre testing for
preparation, adhesion and suitability.
2. Particular attention to surface preparation, acclimatisation, installation method, materials,
and application of the final maintenance coating system.
3. No specifier cost analysis, or installation short cuts, will subordinate, interfere with, or
determine / alter the manufacturers recommendations. The key components to a successful
installation are; preparation, a good bond between the tile and the substrate, and adequate
working times to allow proper execution of the work.
4. Any inconsistencies and / or defects should be immediately reported for assessment, prior to
continuing with the work.
5. The tiles should be adhered to the sub floor with a suitable contact adhesive, such as;
Wicanders W240, or Mapei Ultrabond Eco Contact or Wakol 3540. Adhesion test should be
conducted prior to commencement of installation.
6. The tiles should be pre adhered prior to installation (on or off site – in a controlled
environment), allowed to dry, and re-packaged for readiness or transport to the installation
destination. The contact adhesive should be applied to the sub floor, completely or in
manageable portions, and allowed to fully dry.
7. The sub floor preparation be carried out in accordance with Section 1 – ‘Subfloor preparation
for Glue-Down Floors’.
8. The installation should follow immediately (according to the Wicanders’ recommendations,
adhesive manufacturer and top coat manufacturer’s instructions), by a suitably experienced
practitioner.
9. Each stage should be supervised by the contractor and / or the builder for compliance and
quality control.
10. The floor should be properly detailed / prepared and sterilized ready for final coating.
11. The final top coat should be applied by an experienced practitioner in accordance with
manufacturer’s instructions.
12. The floor should be serviced and maintained at regular intervals to ensure its longevity in
accordance with the top coat manufacturer’s recommendations.
14. The end user should be furnished with all aspects of the recommended care and maintenance
and warranty instructions, prior to handover.
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Appendix A –
WAKOL D 3540 Cork Contact Adhesive
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WAKOL D 3540 Cork Contact Adhesive
Technical Information
Area of application
Dispersion-based contact adhesive for laying of
•

cork floorings with natural cork backing according to ISO 3813 resp. DIN EN 12104; also
veneered, waxed or pre-sealed

•

cork wall coverings

•

carpet floorings on stairs

on absorbent and non-absorbent subfloors indoors.
Special properties

1)

•
•

3)

2)

solvent-free according to TRGS 610
suitable for wheelchairs

•
•

suitable for underfloor heating
immediately suitable for walking

1) Based on the criteria of GEV (Association for Emission-controlled Laying Materials), classified as EMICODE EC1 PLUS:
very low in emissions
2) Emissions-certified construction product i.a.w. DIBt principles: Wakol GmbH, 66954 Pirmasens
3) Emission class according to French law

Technical data
Raw material base:

latex/acrylate dispersion

Airing time:

approx. 30 - 45 minutes on absorbent subfloors; approx.
60 - 90 minutes on non-absorbent subfloors and on the back
of the floor covering

Open time:

approx. 120 - 180 minutes; with pre-coating approx. 60 – 90
minutes

Cleaning agent:

water before adhesive dries

Storage time:

12 months at +5 °C to +25 °C

Storage temperature:

not below +5 °C, sensitive to frost

GISCODE:

D1

EMICODE according to GEV: EC1 PLUS

page 1 of 3

Application and consumption 4):
Short-haired velours roller

min. 250 g/m²

cork floorings

TKB A1 – A3

150 – 650 g/m²

carpet floorings

4) Consumption is dependent on surface structure and absorbability of subfloor

Subfloors
The subfloor and the room climate conditions must satisfy the requirements of DIN 18365.
Subfloors must be level, permanently dry, firm and free from cracks, dust, dirt and adhesioninhibiting substances. Existing floor-coverings must be glued well and must have a smooth
surface free from wax and care products.
For laying cork-materials with WAKOL D 3540 Cork Contact Adhesive the subfloor must be
smooth and level. Rough and unlevelled surfaces must be levelled with appropriated cementbased Wakol levelling compounds, for example WAKOL Z 615 Levelling Compound, dustreduced. Respect the technical information of the primers and levelling compounds.
Anhydrite, magnesite and stonewood floors as well as cast asphalt must always be levelled
with a layer thickness of at least 2 mm. Not sufficient even plasters have to be sanded with a
high quality fine levelling compound.
Sanded compounds have to be primed with WAKOL D 3040 Primer Concentrate, diluted 1:2
with water or WAKOL D 3035 Universal Primer. Before bonding, the primer has to be dried
completely.
Usage
Stir adhesive well before use. Apply evenly and fully to subfloor and cork backing with a
velour roller; avoid adhesive pools. Make sure that the applied amount is sufficient to form a
complete film of adhesive. The surfaces must show a closed, evenly glossy film when the
adhesive has dried.
As soon as both adhesive films are dry and completely transparent, lay down the cork tiles to
fit and knock tightly with a rubber hammer. The laid tiles are immediately suitable for walking.
Natural cork can be surface sealed after 24 hours.
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Wakol Adhesa AG/SA
Stauffacher Straße 130 A
CH-3014
Bern
Tel. +41 31 9210 755
Fax +41 31 9212 968
www.wakoladhesa.ch

Wakol Foreco srl
Via Kennedy 75
I-20010
Marcallo con Casone
Tel. +39 02 9761 939
Fax +39 02 97 253 021
www.wakolforeco.it

Loba-Wakol Polska Sp.z o.o.
ul. Sławęcińska 16, Macierzysz
PL-05-850
Ożarów Mazowiecki
Tel. +48 22 436 24 20
Fax +48 22 436 24 21
www.loba-wakol.pl

Lecol Chemie B.V.
Schutweg 6
NL-5145 NP
Waalwijk
Tel. +31 416 566 540
Fax +31 416 566 531
www.lecol.nl

F31TBGB, R5, 17/02/2015

Cork tiles can already be pre-glued before the laying day with WAKOL D 3540 Cork Contact
Adhesive (up to 24 hours before the laying) or mechanically with WAKOL D 3513 Cork PreCoating (up to 6 months before the laying). On the laying day the adhesive is simply applied
to the subfloor and after ample waiting the pre-glued cork tiles are stuck in the contact
method. The open time is reduced to 60 - 90 minutes in this case.

Important
Do not use below +15 °C. During cold weather periods warm up WAKOL D 3540 Cork
Contact Adhesive in due time.
WAKOL D 3540 Cork Contact Adhesive is not suitable for laying cork floorings with PVC
backing according to DIN EN 655, please contact our technical department before
installation.
We guarantee the uniform high quality of our products. All data is based on tests and many
years of practical experience and refers to standardised conditions. The variety of materials
used and the different construction site conditions, which lie beyond our control, preclude any
claims based on this data. We therefore recommend making sufficient trials. Accompanying
flooring manufacturer's instructions and the currently applicable codes must be observed. We
gladly provide technical advice.
The product data sheets can be found in their latest version at www.wakol.com.
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This Technical Information of 17.02.2015 supersedes all previous versions.

Appendix B –
WAKOL D 3040 Primer Concentrate
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WAKOL D 3040 Primer Concentrate
Technical Information
Area of application
Dispersion-based primer concentrate for priming
•

cement, calcium sulphate, cast asphalt concrete

•

concrete subfloors

•

magnesite screed with exclusively mineral-based additives

•

thoroughly cleaned tiles, terrazzo

•

wood planks, wooden material tiles, gypsum-fibre boards

•

wood planks and gypsum fibre boards

before subsequent levelling indoors.
Special properties

1)

2)

3)

• solvent-free according to the definition of
• suitable over underfloor heating
the TRGS 610
• suitable for chairs with castors
1) classified according to criteria of the GEV in EMICODE EC1 PLUS: very low emission
2) with the "Blue Angel" label for low-emission laying materials according to RAL – UZ 113
3) Emissions class according to French law

Technical data
Raw material base:

polyacrylate dispersion

Material composition:

polyacrylate dispersions, organic colour pigments,
defoaming agents and preservatives, water
on cement, calcium sulphate screeds, concrete and
gypsum fibre boards 1 part D 3040 + 2 parts water;
on cast asphalt, magnesite screed, tiles, terrazzo, wooden
material tiles, wood planks and water resistant adhesive
residues 1 part D 3040 + 1 part water
on cement paving and concrete following visible drying;
on cast asphalt, tiles, terrazzo and water based adhesive
residues at least 60 min.;
on calcium sulphate, magnesite screed, wooden material
tiles, wood planks and gypsum fibre boards 2 - 4 hours

Mixing ratio:

Drying time:
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Cleaning agent:
Storage time:
Storage temperature:
GISCODE:
EMICODE nach GEV:
Application and consumption4):

water before adhesive dries
12 months at room temperature
not below +5°C, sensitive to frost
D1
EC1 PLUS

WAKOL Primer roller, velour or
foam roller

ca. 50 g/m² Conzentrate

4) Consumption is dependent on surface structure and absorbability of subfloor

Subfloors
The subfloor and the climatic conditions of the room must meet the requirements of DIN
18356 or 18365. Subfloors must be permanently dry, solid, and free from cracks, dirt and
adhesion-inhibiting substances. Use a suitable mechanical procedure to remove separating
layers.
Mechanically pretreat and thoroughly vacuum-clean calcium-sulphate-based screeds
according to manufacturer's specifications or according to the currently applicable standards
and codes.
Usage
Shake primer concentrate well before using. Dilute WAKOL D 3040 Primer Concentrate in
the specified ratio with water and apply with WAKOL Primer Roller, velour or foam roller on
the subfloor, avoiding puddle formation. Subsequent levelling operations after the primer has
completely dried; pay careful attention to drying times.
Work and environmental safety
Keep out of the reach of children. Ensure sufficient ventilation during use and drying! Avoid
eating, drinking and smoking while applying the product. Immediately and thoroughly rinse
eyes and skin with water in case of contact. Clean tools with soap and water immediately
after use. Do not allow product to enter the sewage system, bodies of water or the ground.
The product contains isothiazolinone and bromo-nitro-propanediol. Information for allergic
persons is available at +49 (0)6331/8001-144.
Disposal
Only empty containers are suitable for recycling. Dried material residue may be disposed of
as household waste.

O:\TI-GUELTIG\TI Bau\englisch\3040GB0100 0113 WAKOL D 3040.doc
Stand: 14.01.2013 Formular: F31TBGB, Revision: 4
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Important
Do not use below +15°C. In cold weather warm up WAKOL D 3040 Primer Concentrate in
the heated room in due time. All information is based on approx. 20°C and 65% relative air
humidity.
Do not use WAKOL D 3040 Primer Concentrate on magnesite screeds with organic additives
(stonewood screeds).
Do not use WAKOL D 3040 Primer Concentrate directly under parquet adhesives.
We guarantee the uniform high quality of our products. All data is based on tests and many
years of practical experience and refers to standardised conditions. The variety of materials
used and the different construction site conditions, which lie beyond our control, preclude any
claims based on this data. We therefore recommend making sufficient trials. Accompanying
flooring manufacturer's instructions and the currently applicable codes must be observed. We
gladly provide technical advice.
The product data sheets can be found in their latest version at www.wakol.com.
This Technical Information of 14.01.2013 supersedes all previous versions.
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Appendix C –
Loba 2K InvisibleProtect Technical Information
For further information, please contact Loba Australia.

Brett Scarpella
Director - Business Development
Loba Australia Pty Ltd
5-7 Strong Ave, Thomastown 3074, Victoria
M: 0419326976
bretskii@hotmail.com
brett@loba.com.au
lobafloor@outlook.com
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TECHNICAL INFORMATION

2K InvisibleProtect


NEW

Latest-generation, waterborne surface protection for parquet and
hardwood floors. For extremely heavy wear. The natural look and
feel of the untreated wood is maintained. The virtually invisible
layer is also extremely scratch-resistant thanks to the use of the
highest-quality raw materials. Elastic, excellent chemical and
abrasion resistance.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Natural structure and feel like untreated wooden flooring
Extremely easy to work with
2-layer full structure without priming
Increased anti-slip properties
No additional polishing required
Excellent chemical resistance
As easy to clean as finished surfaces
No grain accentuation, the original colour of the wood remains as
it was in its original state

Range of use:
Suitable for parquet, wood and cork flooring. Anti-slip as per BGR
181 and DIN 51130 evaluation group R9.

Loba GmbH & Co. KG
Emissionsgeprüftes Bauprodukt
nach DIBt-Grundsätzen
Z-157.10-192

Technical Data

1 kg
5 kg

6
2

360
96

Gloss level approx.*

9

Solids

32 ±2%

Viscosity DIN 4

28 ±2s

Storage and transportation

Storage stability 12 months. No hazardous material according to ADR. Store and transport
between +5 to +25°C. Protect from frost.

GISCODE

W2/DD+

2004/42/CE

EU limit value for this product (cat. A/j): 140 g/l (2010).
This product contains a maximum of 47 g/l of VOC (mixed with hardener).

* The degree of gloss is measured at 60° on glass. It depends on the layer thickness and ambient conditions (temp., rel. humidity) during the drying process. The values are intended
merely as a guide.

5/2016

Art.-no.
11474

LOBA GmbH & Co. KG | Leonberger Str. 56-62 | 71254 Ditzingen | Germany
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TECHNICAL INFORMATION

2K InvisibleProtect
Application
•
•
•

•
•
•

Shake product, add hardener to base at a ratio of 10 : 1 and then shake to mix. For mixing smaller quantities, use the
LOBATOOL Mixing Container or a scale to weigh out the components. Usable up to 2 hours after mixing.
The surface must be sanded properly, wood moisture content max. 12%.
The floor must be dry and free from any old coatings, oil, grease, wax, silicone, sanding dust and other contaminants.
Room temperature +15°C to +25°C, relative humidity 40% to 75%, material temperature +18°C to +25°C. Ensure working
areas are adequately ventilated.
Transfer material to a LOBATOOL Bucket before applying.
Shake the contents well.
Observe the general and, if available, the product-specific health and safety instructions. More specific information
relating to GISCODE can be found in the usage instructions, which are available at www.wingis-online.de.

Thinner
The product is supplied ready for use and must not be diluted!

Application tool/application rate
LOBATOOL roller Deluxe 120 / 100 - 120 ml(g)/m2 = 8-10 m2/l (kg)

Intermediate sanding
Able to recoat without intermediate sanding within the first 24 hours. After this time, an intermediate sanding is necessary.
An intermediate sanding before the last application will achieve an even finish. Use LOBATOOL Perforated Pad K120 or finer,
alternatively Sanding Net P120 or finer. Carefully remove dust before overcoating.

Drying time
Earliest possible recoating after 4-6 hours.
Careful use possible after 4-6 hours.
Earliest possible intermediate sanding after 8-10 hours.
Light use after 24 hours.
Full use and covering possible after 5 days.
The floor can be covered earlier by using LOBATOOL Cover 400, for details see the TI for the product.

5/2016

•
•
•
•
•
•
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TECHNICAL INFORMATION

2K InvisibleProtect
Application
Set-up recommendation without a primer, areas of normal to extremely heavy wear:
Possible for rigid or shear-resistant adhesive. 2K InvisibleProtect A.T. is especially effective on light timbers such as oak, ash,
maple and light beech.
• Prepare the substrate correctly.
• Roll on 2K InvisibleProtect A.T.
• Dry for 8-10 hours
• Intermediate sanding
• Roll on 2K InvisibleProtect A.T.

Use on cork:
Seal only after the adhesive has set adequately.

Untreated natural cork:
•
•
•

Apply two layers of 2K InvisibleProtect A.T. by roller.
Allow the first layer to dry overnight (reduces the risk of granule swelling).
Intermediate sanding before the final application.

Prefinished cork
Observe the cork supplier's instructions. If suitable for recoating, apply one layer of 2K InvisibleProtect A.T. after an
intermediate sanding.

Renovation / recoating of old coatings
Basic cleaning with CareRemover. Use a rotary disk buffing machine and a LOBATOOL Special Pad green. Care product
residues must be completely removed. Even small amounts of residue can adversely effect the bond of the coating. Clean
with clear water (neutralise). After drying, carry out a thorough intermediate sanding. Apply one layer of 2K InvisibleProtect
A.T. by roller.

Alternative Set-up recommendation, areas of normal wear:
With reduced side bonding and intensification of the wood colour. The structure combines the look and feel of an oiled
surface with the cleaning properties of finished surfaces.
• Prepare the substrate and sand properly.
• Prime with LOBADUR® HS 2K Intensive A.T.
• Dry as per the technical information.
• Roll on 2K InvisibleProtect A.T..

Important information

5/2016

In case of strong roughening of the wood, optionally apply a further layer of 2K InvisibleProtect A.T. after an intermediate
sanding. Layer-building care products would change the unique extramatt surface to a shinier optic. For this reason, we
recommend not using them. Instead, perform an intermediate sanding according to the level of stress and apply another
coat of with 2K InvisibleProtect A.T. afterwards.
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TECHNICAL INFORMATION

2K InvisibleProtect
General guidelines
Cleaning of tools: Clean tools and equipment immediately with water.
Drying time: The indicated drying times are valid for +20°C and 55% to 65% relative humidity, and assume careful,
draught-free ventilation of the working area. Lower temperatures, higher relative humidity or poorer ventilation lead
to longer drying times. Do not apply any protective coverings, wet clean the surface or lay carpet until the coating has
achieved its final hardening. Product-specific data can be found in the relevant technical information.
Intermediate sanding: Where several layers of coatings are applied, if any layer is not overcoated within 24 hours, then
the only way to ensure adequate bond between the layers is by intermediate sanding. An intermediate sanding before the
final application will achieve an even surface. Carefully clean off the dust after intermediate sanding.
Interactions: Materials such as carpet underlays, furniture legs, castors, flexible adhesives used for parquet or for fixing can
lead to softening and discolouration. Material building up in the joints can adversely affect touch and appearance. Exposure
to hair dyes or rubber tyres on cars, motorcycles and cycles can lead to permanent, irreversible discolouration of the surface.

5/2016

The information in this document and all other advice and recommendations that we provide to help and assist the
applicator are based on previous experience and relate to normal conditions. Because of the wide range of possible uses
and conditions of application of our products, we do not relieve users from the need to carry out their own trials or to seek
technical advice by speaking to the LOBA application engineering department. Observe the floor covering manufacturer's
recommendations and the provisions of the current standards. Our liabilities and responsibilities are exclusively in
accordance with our Terms and Conditions and are not extended by this information or by our advice. The publishing of a
new technical data sheet automatically invalidates the earlier version.
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Appendix D – Outline Maintenance Schedule
for Floors Coated with Loba in General Use
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Loba Australasia recommends whether your coated timber floor is a commercial, sporting or domestic floor
that you set up a regular maintenance program. Routine maintenance not only enhances a floors appearance,
sheen and slip resistance but also extends the life of your solid timber or engineered floor.
Whether it’s a commercial or domestic floor conscientious care & maintenance regimes involve the following:

D RYI N G TI M E:

Aft er 24 hours t he coat ing should be ready for light traffic, no shoes, socks only. An im print m ark will
indicat e a need to wait longer before walking on t he floor. Wait unt il t he coat ing has dried and ‘cured’
before you walk on it wit h street shoes and before you use any cleaning product s. I deally t he floor will
not face full t raffic for 3 or 4 days, however com m ercial sit uat ions where t his is not possible should be
at least 24 hours and for as long as can realist ically be provided beyond t his t im e. Low VOC coat ings can
occasionally feel slippery upon com plet ion in areas of poor vent ilat ion or cold weat her, sim ply wash wit h
warm wat er and a gent le dishwashing liquid to rem ove t his residue.

EN TRAN CE M ATTI N G:

The nat ural enem y of coat ed t im ber floors is dirt and grit part icles being walked on t he floor, causing an
abrasive sanding effect . This great ly increases t he wear of t he surface. First point of at t ack should be t o
have proper grit capt uring m at s at all ent rances t hus m inim ising t he am ount of dam aging part icles, grit
and dirt being carried on to t he floor, especially if landscaping is incom plet e. Avoid large rugs for 6
weeks while t im ber colour sett les in.

SW EEPI N G:

Fine dust and dirt m ay creat e is not j ust abrasives causing the floor t o scrat ch and
prem at urely wear it can be slippery. A regular sweeping ( m icrofibre m ops are perfect )
program needs t o be est ablished to rem ove dam aging part icles. We also recom m end
t hat a com m ercial surface is swept as regularly as required t o m inim ise dust / grit , wit h
a m inim um of daily sweeping wit h an ant i st at ic m op or a fringe m op.

PROTECTI VE PADS:

At t ach felt or recom m ended rubber or felt Prot ect or Pads t o t he legs of chairs, t ables and ot her furnit ure
t o prot ect t he floor from being scrat ched and to reduce noise. Do not drag furnit ure across t he f loor.

FURN I TURE:

Allow t he floor t o dry t horoughly before placing furnit ure. Great care should be t aken when m oving and
placing furnit ure. Furnit ure should be lift ed and placed not dragged or pushed.

SPI LLS:

I t is im port ant t o wipe up spills im m ediat ely on t im ber flooring whet her it s a coat ed
solid t im ber, prefinished engineered floor, cork or bam boo, even if t he spill is wat er.
Ensure t he surface is clean and dry and do not allow spills t o sit for ext ended periods
of t im e. Non slip rubber m at s and/ or prot ect ive m at s should be placed in high use wet
areas ie adj acent kit chen sinks and bat hroom s for added safet y purposes and
addit ional floor prot ect ion.

Sweeping

Wipe up all spills
im m ediat ely
CLEAN I N G:

The use of harsh det ergent s is not recom m ended nor is it necessary, eit her is
excessive am ount s of wat er , always wring m ops before contact . LobaCare has a
range of PH neut ral Floor Cleaners for all sit uat ions specifically form ulat ed t o gent ly
but effect ively clean all coat ed t im ber floors. These PH neut ral, concent rat ed,
biodegradable, and pleasant ly scent ed cleaners are designed for superior cleaning
power and surface refreshing. An em ulsifying act ion aids in t he rem oval of grim e,
enhancing t he floors nat ural beaut y. Regular washing of t im ber and ot her hard floors
can enhance t he appearance and keep it clean, shiny and safe. Occasionally dry t he
freshly m opped floor wit h an old bat h t owel t o enhance t he finish and rem ove scum
and dirty wat er m arks.

Dam p Mopping

APPLI CATI ON OF POLI SH: LobaCare V6 Polish is a t ough, durable and m ark resist ant Mat t e or gloss finish t hat m ay be applied on
t op of sealed t im ber floors and vinyl. This non- t oxic wat er based polish aids in prot ect ing sealed surfaces
and enhancing t heir appearance. V6 Polish helps t o rej uvenat e as well as ext end t he life of sealed t im ber
flooring by creat ing a non sacrificial wear layer where regular recoat ing is not possible. Alt ernat ively for a
light freshen up on high t raffic floors LobaCare FloorCare is DI Y polish t o give hard working floors a quick
facelift where t im e is an issue. Apply only using t he Loba Wichwiesel applicat or.
N ot e : Re coa t in g you r t im be r floor be for e w e a r a r e a s be com e cr it ica l is r e com m e nde d t o
m a x im ise t h e life of you r t im be r floor – re - sa n ding t o t im be r ca n be a voide d.
Loba Ca r e Floor Ca re a n d V6 r e j uve na t ion polish e s ca n be a pplie d a s a n a lt e r n a t ive t o a ddit ion
coa t in g w h e n t im e or e x pe n se is a fa ct or .

Your Contact:

LOBA – de r Obe rflä c he nspe zia list
für Pa rk e t t und H olzfußböde n

Maintaining Your Timber Floor with
Save time and effort during the cleaning of Hardwood, Parquetry, Engineered,
Bamboo, Laminate and Cork floors with
Lobacare.
LobaCare products are specially formulated for use with
the different coating and finishing methods to maximise
the effectiveness of your daily maintenance program and
increase the longevity of your new floor.
To make your floors sparkle in a flash clean and care for
your hardwood and parquet floors with LobaCare
regularly.
Loba Australasia Pty Ltd
M: 0419 326 976
5-7 Strong Ave Thomastown
Victoria 3073
Email: Lobafloor@outlook.com

Ph: 03) 9460-3444
Fax: 03) 9460 8777
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EMICODE®

Solvent-free contact adhesive for resilient
and textile floor and wall coverings

WHERE TO USE
Ultrabond Eco Contact is a contact adhesive for
internal use for bonding steps, skirting, fillets and
corner pieces made from the following materials:
• PVC;
• all types of carpet;
• linoleum;
• rubber;
• cork.
On all types of substrate normally used in the
building industry once they have been prepared
correctly.
TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Ultrabond Eco Contact is a solvent-free
adhesive with very low emission of VOC (certified
EMICODE EC1 Plus). It is applied using the double
buttering method and is an alternative to
solvent-based polychloroprenic adhesives normally
used to bond skirting, fillets, corner pieces, steps,
wall coverings, etc.
Particularly suitable for use in closed internal
environments and in areas frequented by people
(hospitals, offices, homes, etc.).

The viscosity of Ultrabond Eco Contact means that
it may be applied by trowel (MAPEI N° 1 trowel) or
with a long-haired or foam roller. The film of adhesive
dries very rapidly after application and, once dry,
becomes transparent and slightly sticky.
RECOMMENDATIONS
• Install flooring between +15°C and +35°C.
• Do not use on damp substrates or substrates
subject to rising damp.
• Do not lay the covering on the substrate until
the water contained in the adhesive has almost
completely evaporated.
• Do not dilute Ultrabond Eco Contact with water
or solvents.
APPLICATION PROCEDURE
Preparing the substrate
Substrates must be dry, flat, sound, free of dust,
loose particles, varnish, wax, oil, rust, gypsum
residues and other materials that may interfere with
bonding. Check moisture content throughout the
entire thickness of the substrate with an electric or
carbide hygrometer, keeping in mind that the former
gives only approximate values.
The level of humidity must be within the limits
prescribed by the manufacturer of the covering
material and is usually around:
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TECHNICAL DATA (typical values)

PRODUCT IDENTITY
Consistency:

creamy paste

Colour:

white

Density (g/cm³):

1.20

Brookfield viscosity (mPa·s):

90,000
(# 6 rotor - 5 rpm)

Dry solids content (%):

63

pH:

8

EMICODE:

EC1 Plus - very low emission

COMPOSITION AND PROPERTIES OF THE MIXTURE (at +23°C and 50% R.H.)
Waiting time:

30 minutes to 2 hours depending on application,
ambient temperature, humidity and absorbency of
the substrate. Flooring may be installed after up to
18 hours from applying the adhesive.

Set to light foot traffic and ready for use:

immediately

FINAL PERFORMANCES
Resistance to heat:

good

Peel 90° adhesion test in compliance with
EN 1372 (N/mm):
– textile floors:
– PVC floors:
– rubber floors:

1.2
1.2
1.2

– for cementitious substrates, a maximum
of 2.5 to 3% w/w;
– for gypsum or anhydrite based
substrates, a maximum of 0.5% w/w.
Floating screeds over layers of insulation
and screeds direct to ground must be
poured over a vapour barrier to prevent
rising damp.
Refer to the relative technical documents
for information on how to prepare
substrates correctly or contact MAPEI
Technical Services Department.
Acclimatising
Before installing, make sure that
the covering and the substrate are
acclimatised to the recommended
temperature. Several hours before
installation, rubber, linoleum and PVC
floor and wall coverings should be
removed from their packaging and
unrolled, or at least loosened, to

acclimatise them and reduce the
tensions caused by packaging.
Carefully follow the manufacturer’s
installation instructions.
Spreading the adhesive
Apply Ultrabond Eco Contact with a roller
or small-notched trowel evenly on both the
covering and on the substrate (approx.
150 g/m² per coat and per surface).
First apply the adhesive on the less
absorbent surface.
Let the adhesive dry on both surfaces
until the adhesive becomes transparent;
drying time varies from 30 minutes
to around 2 hours, depending on the
application method used, the surrounding
temperature, the level of damp in the
surrounding air and the absorption of
the substrate.
Flooring may be installed after up to
18 hours from applying the adhesive.

When the adhesive becomes transparent
position the material on the substrate,
smoothing vigorously and evenly with a
straight-edged trowel or suitable tool to
ensure total transfer of the adhesive on
both surfaces and to eliminate air bubbles.
Once the wall or floor covering has been
placed it adheres immediately and its
position cannot be adjusted.

to the latest version of our Material Safety
Data Sheet.
PRODUCT FOR PROFESSIONAL USE.

CONSUMPTION
Approx. 150 to 200 g/m² per coat per
surface.

WARNING
Although the technical details and
recommendations contained in this
product data sheet correspond to the best
of our knowledge and experience, all the
above information must, in every case,
be taken as merely indicative and subject
to confirmation after long-term practical
application; for this reason, anyone who
intends to use the product must ensure
beforehand that it is suitable for the
envisaged application. In every case, the
user alone is fully responsible for any
consequences deriving from the use
of the product.

PACKAGING
Ultrabond Eco Contact is available in
10 kg and 5 kg drums.

Please refer to the current version of the
Technical Data Sheet, available from our
website www.mapei.com

Cleaning
While still wet, traces of Ultrabond Eco
Contact can be removed from floor and
wall coverings, tools, hands and clothing
with water. When dry, use alcohol or
Pulicol 2000 to remove from surfaces.

STORAGE
Protect from frost during transit and
storage. Under normal conditions
Ultrabond Eco Contact has a shelf life of
12 months in its original sealed packaging.
SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS FOR
PREPARATION AND APPLICATION
Ultrabond Eco Contact is not considered
dangerous according to the European
regulation regarding the classification
of mixtures. It is recommended to wear
gloves and goggles and to take the usual
precautions taken for the handling of
chemicals.
For further and complete information about
the safe use of our product please refer

This symbol is used to identify Mapei products
which give off a low level of volatile organic
compounds (VOC) as certified by GEV (Gemeinschaft Emissionskontrollierte Verlegewerkstoffe,
Klebstoffe und Bauprodukte e.V.), an international
organisation for controlling the level of emissions
from products used for floors.

Our Commitment To The Environment
MAPEI products assist Project Designers
and Contractors create innovative LEED
(The Leadership in Energy and Environmental
Design) certified projects, in
compliance with the U.S. Green
Building Council.

All relevant references
for the product are available
upon request and from
www.mapei.com

6506-1-2014

Any reproduction of texts, photos and illustrations published
here is prohibited and subject to prosecution

(GB) A.G. BETA
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BUILDING THE FUTURE
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Ultra-fast setting,
thixotropic,
cementitious levelling
mortar for horizontal or
vertical surfaces, from
3 to 20 mm thick layer

WHERE TO USE
Nivorapid is used for repairing, levelling and
smoothing interior floors, walls, steps and arrises
where very rapid hardening and drying are
required.
Some application examples
• Smoothing concrete slabs and Mapecem,
Mapecem Pronto, Topcem, Topcem Pronto
(prime first), anhydrite, and magnesium based
screeds as well as cast asphalt.
• Smoothing terrazzo, ceramic, natural stone or
heated floors.
• Smoothing concrete walls, cementitious renders,
foamed concrete blocks and ceramic.
• Repair or levelling steps, landings and edges of
pillars.
• Filling depressions and holes in floors, walls and
ceilings.
By adding Latex Plus to Nivorapid, levelling with
excellent bonding strength on metal surfaces, old
rubber floors, PVC, needlepunch, chipboard,
parquet, linoleum or similar (see Technical data
sheet n. 114) is obtained.
TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Nivorapid is a grey-brown powder composed of

cementitious binders, selected graded aggregates
and synthetic additives prepared according to a
formula developed in the MAPEI research
laboratories.
Nivorapid mixed with water becomes an easily
workable thixotropic paste with high bonding
strength to substrates and rapid drying which
allows subsequent installation operations for floor
and wall coverings, or painting, within only
4-6 hours after application.
Nivorapid hardens without shrinkage and without
the formation of cracks or crazing. It develops
high compressive and flexural strength and is very
resistant to impact and abrasion.
RECOMMENDATIONS
• In case of very high temperature and if more
than 10 mm is needed, it is recommended to
add approx. 30% graded sand 0-4 mm to avoid
that the high hydration heat provokes alterations
in the final characteristics of the product.
• Do not exceed the quantity of water indicated
and do not add more water to a mix that has
already started to harden.
• Use Planipatch when a particularly fine final
surface is needed and for thicknesses lower than
3 mm.

[sche1] 502 Australia - 1 (NIVORAPID) (18.04.2005 - 2ª Bozza/Ciano Digitale/PDF/CD)
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TECHNICAL DATA (typical values)
PRODUCT IDENTITY
Consistency:

fine powder

Colour:

grey-brown

Bulk density (kg/m3):

1400

Dry solids content (%):

100

Storage:

12 months in a dry place in original packaging

Hazard classification according to EC 99/45:

none.
Before using refer to the “Safety instructions for the
preparation and application” paragraph and the
information on the packing and Safety Data Sheet

Customs class:

3824 50 90

COMPOSITION AND PROPERTIES OF THE MIXTURE at +23°C - 50% R.H.
Nivorapid mixed with
mechanical mixer

Grouting a plywood
substrate with
Nivorapid + Latex Plus

Repairing vertical
arrise with Nivorapid

Mixing ratio:

19-21 parts water per 100 parts of Nivorapid

Thixotropic properties:

yes

Density of mix (kg/m3):

1900-2000

pH of mix:

approx. 12

Application temperature range:

from +5°C to +30°C

Pot life:

15 minutes

Setting time:

20 minutes

Set to light foot traffic:

approx. 2 hours

Waiting time before subsequent bonding:

after 4-6 hours

FINAL PERFORMANCES
Compressive strength (N/mm2):
– after 6 hours:
– after 1 day:
– after 3 days:
– after 7 days:
– after 28 days:

25
30
35
37
40

Flexural strength (N/mm2):
– after 6 hours:
– after 1 day:
– after 3 days:
– after 7 days:
– after 28 days:

4
5
7
8
10

Brinell hardness (N/mm2):
– after 6 hours:
– after 1 day:
– after 3 days:
– after 7 days:
– after 28 days:

50
80
90
95
120

• Do not add cement, gypsum plaster or
lime to the mix.
• Do not use for exteriors.
• Do not use on substrates subject to
continuos rising damp.
• Do not use when the temperature is
below +5°C.
• Protect from rapid evaporation on hot
and/or windy days.
• Prior to use do not leave bags of
Nivorapid exposed to sunlight for long
periods of time.
• For levelling and localised grouting on
wood supports, use Nivorapid mixed
with Latex Plus in place of water.
APPLICATION PROCEDURE
Preparing the substrate
The substrates must be solid, dry, free of
dust, loose parts, paint, wax, oils, rust
and traces of gypsum.
Cement based surfaces that are not
sufficiently solid must be removed or
where possible consolidated with
Prosfas, Primer EP or Primer MF.
Spread dry sand or Quartz 1.2 over the
surface immediatly after the treatment of
one of the above mentioned products.
Cracks and fissures in the substrate
must be repaired with Eporip or Eporip
Turbo.
In order to fix dust and to provide
uniform absorbency of the substrate,
dusty or very porous concrete surfaces
must be treated with a coat of diluited
Primer G (1 kg of Primer G with 1-3 kg
of water) or Livigum (1 kg of Livigum
with 5 kg of water).
Anhydrite screeds can be levelled with
Nivorapid only after the application of a
coat of Primer G or Primer EP over the
surface that will be covered with sand.
On existing ceramic or natural stone
surfaces apply a coat of Mapeprim SP
or Mapeprim 1K after the surfaces have
been cleaned with detergents and
mechanically abraded. Level before
Mapeprim SP or Mapeprim 1K has
dried completely (it must still be
impressionable).
Preparing the mix
While mixing with a low speed electric
mixer, pour a 20 kg bag of Nivorapid
into a bucket containing 4.2 litres of
clean water and mix until uniform paste,
without lump, is obtained. The quantity
of Nivorapid mixed in each batch should
be used within 15 minutes (at a
temperature of +20°C).

Applying the mix
Apply the mix with a long metal trowel.
When it is necessary to apply several
coats in rapid succession proceed with
subsequent coats (distanced about
20-30 minutes according to the
temperature and the absorption rate of
the substrate).
The surface of Nivorapid is ready to
receive ceramic tile coverings already
after 4-6 hours. Wooden and resilient
floors can be laid after 24 hours.
Cleaning
While it is still fresh Nivorapid can be
removed from hands and tools with
water.

Filling holes with
Nivorapid

CONSUMPTION
1.6 kg/m2 per mm of thickness.
PACKAGING
Nivorapid is available in 20 kg bags.
STORAGE
Stored in a dry place Nivorapid is stable
for at least 12 months.
A prolonged storage of Nivorapid could,
over time, shorten setting time, without
however altering its final characteristics.
Manufactured in compliance with the
regulations of the 2003/53/EC Directive.
SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS FOR
THE PREPARATION AND
APPLICATION
Nivorapid contains cement, that in
contact with sweat or other body fluids
produces an irritant alkaline reaction.
Use protective gloves and goggles. For
further information consult the safety
data sheet.

Levelling of existing
floor with Nivorapid

FOR PROFESSIONALS.
WARNING
Although the technical details and
recommendations contained in this
product report correspond to the best of
our knowledge and experience, all the
above information must, in every case,
be taken as merely indicative and subject
to confirmation after long-term practical
applications: for this reason, anyone who
intends to use the product must ensure
beforehand that it is suitable for the
envisaged application: in every case, the
user alone is fully responsible for any
consequences deriving from the use of
the product.
Repairing horizontal
arrises with Nivorapid

All relevant references
of the product are available
upon request

Any reproduction of texts, photos and illustrations published
here is prohibited and subject to prosecution

(AUS) A.G. BETA
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Steps before and after
being treated with
Nivorapid
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Latex admixture
imparting elasticity
to Keraquick,
Planipatch and
Nivorapid

WHERE TO USE
• As an admixture for Keraquick to obtain a high
performance, fast setting, highly deformable
(class C2F S2 according to EN 12004) adhesive for
ceramic tiles and stone material.
• As an admixture for Nivorapid and Planipatch to
obtain an ultra-fast cementitious levelling compound
with improved deformability and bonding strength.

A) LATEX PLUS + KERAQUICK
WHERE TO USE
Interior and exterior installations of all types of ceramic
tiles (double-fired, single-fired, gres, clinker, terracotta,
vitreous mosaic, porcelain, etc.), including large sizes,
and natural stones. Particularly recommended for
installing all types of thin porcelain tile (both with or
without glass fibre reinforcement mesh).

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Latex Plus is a water dispersion of an extremely flexible
polymer with low viscosity to be mixed with Keraquick,
Nivorapid and Planipatch in order to improve
their deformability without otherwise changing their
application and performance characteristics.

Some application examples
Installation of ceramic and stone material on:
• underfloor heated installations;
• façades, balconies, terraces;
• precast concrete walls;
• existing floors (ceramic tiles, marble, PVC rubber,
etc.);
• cement screeds or hot-poured asphalt substrates
(provided they are stable and well oxidized);
• deformable surfaces (wood, metal, etc.).

RECOMMENDATIONS
• Keraquick, Nivorapid and Planipatch mixed with
Latex Plus should never be applied at temperatures
below +5°C or above +30°C.
• Do not use more than the recommended amount of
Latex Plus.
• Do not add Latex Plus or water to a mix that has
already begun to set.
• Do not leave Latex Plus, Nivorapid, Planipatch and
Keraquick exposed to direct sunlight for long periods
of time before using.
APPLICATIONS
A) Latex Plus + Keraquick
Fast setting adhesive with high deformability for interior
and exterior installations of ceramic tiles and stone
material.
B) Latex Plus + Nivorapid or Planipatch
Fast setting skimming compound with high
deformability for interior surfaces.

APPLICATION PROCEDURE
Preparing the substrates
Substrates must be flat, mechanically strong, free of
loose parts, grease, oil, paint, wax, etc. and sufficiently
dry. Damp substrates could slow the setting of
Keraquick + Latex Plus.
Cementitious substrates must not be subject to
shrinkage once the tiles have been installed, therefore in
warm weather renders should be cured at least 1 week
per centimetre of thickness. Cementitious screeds must
have an overall cure of at least 28 days unless they have
been made with the special MAPEI binders for screeds
such as Mapecem, Mapecem Pronto, Topcem or
Topcem Pronto.
Cool surfaces that are too hot due to exposure to direct
sunlight by dampening them with water.
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Gypsum substrates and anhydrite screeds
must be perfectly dry (maximum residual
moisture 0.5%), sufficiently hard and free
from dust. They must be treated with
Primer G or Eco Prim T. Areas subject to
high humidity must be primed with
Primer S.
In general, refer to the relevant MAPEI
technical documentation regarding substrate
preparation before repairing cracks in
substrates, consolidating rapid-drying
screeds and levelling installation surfaces.
Mixing ratios
Mix Keraquick with Latex Plus only, without
adding water, when maximum deformability
is required.
The mixing ratios are as follows:
– 8 to 8.5 kg of Latex Plus for each 25 kg
bag of Keraquick grey;
– 7.5 to 8 kg of Latex Plus for each 23 kg
bag of Keraquick white.

Grouting of plywood
substrate with
Nivorapid + Latex Plus

An example of an
installation of a granite
floor and wall with
Keraquick + Latex Plus
- Caesaris Palace in
Merseyside - Liverpool
(GB)

Preparing the mix
Pour the powder into the liquid, mixing with
an agitator at low speed until a homogenous,
lump-free paste is obtained. Let the mix sit
for a few minutes, then mix again briefly, and
apply.
Applying the mix
Spread a thin layer of the mix down to a
feather edge using the flat face of the trowel,
then use a notched trowel
to apply enough adhesive
to guarantee sufficient
wetting of the back of the
tiles. Always be careful to
stay within the open time
of the adhesive. In certain
ambient conditions (high
temperatures, dry, windy
weather) the open time may
be shorter than usual.
N.B. For exterior
installations of large size
tiles, floors to be polished
in situ, or those subject to
heavy traffic, back-buttering
is recommended to
ensure total transfer of the
adhesive without voids.
GROUTING AND SEALING
Joints can be grouted after 2-3 hours with the
special MAPEI cementitious or epoxy grouts,
available in different colours.
SET TO LIGHT FOOT TRAFFIC
Floors are set to light foot traffic after
2-3 hours.
READY FOR USE
Surfaces are ready for use after 24 hours.
Basins and swimming pools can be filled
after 3 days.
CONSUMPTION
– Mosaics and
small-sized tiles:

Latex Plus

Keraquick

0.7-1 kg/m²

2-3 kg/m²

– Medium-sized
tiles:

1.3-1.7 kg/m² 4-5 kg/m²

– Large-sized tiles:

2 kg/m²

> 6 kg/m²

B) LATEX PLUS + NIVORAPID OR
PLANIPATCH
WHERE TO USE
• Levelling of wood plank-on-edge flooring,
chipboard, and plywood.
• Levelling of sheet metal, PVC, rubber,
linoleum, strong non-woven flooring, and
ceramic tile.
• Levelling for walls and floors on all
substrates normally used in construction,
provided they are not subject to the
presence of moisture.
• Levelling of flexible and deformable
substrates varying in thickness from 1 to
20 mm (Nivorapid + Latex Plus) or from
0 to 10 mm (Planipatch + Latex Plus), to
ready them to receive any type of ceramic,
resilient or textile flooring.
RECOMMENDATIONS
• Do not use externally.
• Do not use on substrates subject to rising
damp.
• Do not use directly on anhydrite surfaces
(treat first with a coat of Primer G or
Eco Prim T).
• Do not use Nivorapid or Planipatch mixed
with Latex Plus as a skimming compound
underneath parquet or glued wood flooring.
• When used for resilients, watch out for
imprintability. If possible, use Latex Plus
diluted with water.
APPLICATION PROCEDURE
Preparing the substrate
Substrates must be solid, free of dust, loose
particles, paint, wax, oil, rust and gypsum
residue.
Nivorapid or Planipatch + Latex Plus form
a levelling compound with excellent adhesion
on metal surfaces, existing rubber floors,
PVC, strong non-woven flooring, chipboard,
parquet, linoleum or similar materials.
These surfaces must be clean and sanded
before levelling with Nivorapid or Planipatch
+ Latex Plus. Before applying, make sure
that existing flooring is well fastened to the
support.
Nivorapid + Latex Plus and Planipatch +
Latex Plus can be applied in thicknesses
from 1 to 20 mm (Nivorapid + Latex Plus)
and from 0 to 10 mm, even in a single coat,
without cracking or crazing.
Once they have hardened they are highly
flexible with excellent adhesion to all
supports, without needing the application of
a primer, except in the cases mentionated
above.
Preparing the mix
Nivorapid or Planipatch should be mixed
only with Latex Plus, without adding water,
when maximum deformability is required and
for applications over difficult surfaces.
Pour 6-9 kg (the exact quantity depending on
the type of levelling compound to be made,
that is on floor or wall, and on the viscosity
desired) of Latex Plus into a clean receptacle
and add a 25 kg bag of Nivorapid, preferably
mixing with an agitator (at low speed) until a
homogeneous, lump-free paste is obtained.
When using Planipatch the amount of
Latex Plus to be used varies from 5.75 to
9 kg of Latex Plus for each 25 kg bag of
Planipatch. Mix only enough Nivorapid or
Planipatch + Latex Plus at a time that can
be used within 10-15 minutes at +23°C.

TECHNICAL DATA (typical values)

PRODUCT IDENTITY
Consistency:

liquid

Colour:

white

Density (g/cm³):

1.04

pH:

7

Dry solids content (%):

34

Brookfield viscosity (mPa·s):

20

TECHNICAL DATA FOR KERAQUICK + LATEX PLUS
In compliance with:

– European EN 12004 as C2FS2
– ISO 13007-1 as C2FS2

APPLICATION DATA (at +23°C and 50% R.H.)
Mixing ratio:

Keraquick grey
8-8.5 kg Latex Plus
for each 25 kg bag

Keraquick white
7.5-8 kg Latex Plus
for each 23 kg bag

Consistency of the mix:

pasty

pasty

Colour:

grey

white

Density of mix (kg/m³):

1550

1550

pH of the mix:

approx. 11

Pot life:

30 minutes

Application temperature range:

from +5°C to +30°C

Open time (according to EN 1346):

10-15 minutes

Ready for grouting:

2-3 hours

Set to light foot traffic:

2-3 hours

Ready for use:

24 hours (3 days for basins and swimming pools)

FINAL PERFORMANCE DATA
Tensile adhesion strength (according to EN 1348)
(N/mm²)
– initial (after 28 days at +23°C and 50% R.H.)
– after heat ageing:
– after immersion in water:
– after freeze/thaw cycles:

2.5
2.8
1.3
1.4

Resistance to acids:

fair

Resistance to alkalis:

excellent

Resistance to oils:

excellent

Resistance to solvents:

excellent

Temperature when in use:

from -30°C to +90°C

Deformability according to EN 12004:

> 5 mm - S2, highly deformable

TECHNICAL DATA FOR NIVORAPID+LATEX PLUS e PLANIPATCH+LATEX PLUS
Nivorapid+Latex Plus

Planipatch+Latex Plus

Consistency:

pasty

pasty

Colour:

dark grey

dark grey
(GB) A.G. BETA

APPLICATION DATA at +23°C - 50% U.R.

Density of mix (g/cm³):

1800

1800

pH of the mix:

12

12

Minimum application temperature:

+5°C

+5°C

Open time:

20 minutes

20 minutes

Setting time:

30 minutes

30 minutes

Set to light foot traffic:

2 hours

2 hours

Waiting time before bonding flooring:

12-24 hours

12-24 hours

FINAL PERFORMANCE DATA

Nivorapid+Latex Plus

Planipatch+Latex Plus

Compressive strength (N/mm²):

23%

36%

23%

36%

– after 1 day

8

16

11

8

– after 7 days

14

21

14

11

– after 28 days

20

25

15

17

– after 1 day

6

7

5

4

– after 7 days

7

9

8

7

– after 28 days

10

11

10

10

Applying the mix
Apply Nivorapid or Planipatch + Latex Plus
with a metal trowel. When needed, several
coats may be applied in rapid succession as
soon as each coat has hardened (after approx.
50 to 60 minutes, depending on temperature
and on the absorbency of the substrate).
Flooring can be bonded to Nivorapid
or Planipatch + Latex Plus skimming
compound 12-24 hours after application,
depending on the thickness, ambient
temperature and humidity.
CONSUMPTION
Nivorapid + Latex Plus
Nivorapid: 1.3-1.5 kg/m² per mm of thickness.
Latex Plus: 0.3-0.5 kg/m² per mm of
thickness.
Planipatch + Latex Plus
Planipatch: 1.3-1.4 kg/m² per mm of
thickness.
Latex Plus: 0.32-0.47 kg/m² per mm of
thickness.
Cleaning
Tools can be cleaned with plenty of water
before the adhesive hardens. Afterwards
cleaning is very difficult. Solvents, like mineral
spirits, may be helpful.
PACKAGING
Latex Plus is available in 10 kg drums.
STORAGE
Stored normally, in original sealed packaging,
Latex Plus is stable for 24 months. Protect
from frost.

SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS FOR
PREPARATION AND APPLICATION
Latex Plus is not considered hazardous
according to the ruling norms on the
classification of mixtures. It is however
recommended the use of protective gloves
and goggles and to take the usual necessary
precautions for handling chemical products.
For further and complete information about
the safe use of our product please refer to the
latest version of our Material Safety Data Sheet.
PRODUCT FOR PROFESSIONAL USE.
WARNING
Although the technical details and
recommendations contained in this product
data sheet correspond to the best of our
knowledge and experience, all the above
information must, in every case, be taken as
merely indicative and subject to confirmation
after long-term practical application; for
this reason, anyone who intends to use the
product must ensure beforehand that it is
suitable for the envisaged application. In
every case, the user alone is fully responsible
for any consequences deriving from the use
of the product.
Please refer to the current version of the
Technical Data Sheet, available from our
website www.mapei.com

All relevant references
for the product are available
upon request and from
www.mapei.com
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Any reproduction of texts, photos and illustrations published
here is prohibited and subject to prosecution

Flexural strength (N/mm²):

114-3-2014
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